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introduction

• When i was invited to speak at this
conference, i was told that the theme
was “inclusive game development”
• I’m a designer, so immediately changed
the word “development” to “design”
• That said, What does “inclusive game
design” mean?
– the design of inclusive games?
– the inclusiveness of the game design
profeSsion?

• Where do the brackets go?

strategy

• There’s another question that needs to
be asked, too
• Why is either important?
• It’s important for progressive, liberal,
social and political reasons
• Will it actually improve the games
available to us, though?
• Might it even make them worse?
– After all, we could let five-year-olds
design our AAA games, but we wouldn’t want
to play them for very long

Art and craft

• Computer game design is an ART form
• As with aLl art forms, there are two
main components to it:
– The ART
– The

• The ART is what you want to say
• The
is the skiLled use of a
vocabulary to say it
• If you don’t have the words, you can’t
say anything
– Therefore all artists are craftspeople

comparison

•

Craft

art

clarification

• When i say “art”, I don’t mean “graphics”
• I mean that game design is a medium
through which the game designer can
deliver a mesSage to its players
• Neither am I talking about self-conscious
“art games”
• They almost invariably embody their message
in the game’s fiction and the goals,
rather than the gameplay
• Gameplay is what delivers the artistic
payload of a game’s design

assertion

• I’m now going to make an asSertion
– Obvious to me, perhaps not so to deskchained, pizza-and-red-bull designers

• When a designer is trying to say
something through their design, the
resulting design is beTter
– It has both craft and art
– There’s a stronger, coherent vision
– the player experience is more meaningful

• If you have only craft and no art, you
don’t believe in your game

Crystal med

• Here are some crystals

craft

• Now If you have the
, you can
make the things the craft covers
• For game designers, this means game
designs
– Actual developers make the games, using
their own craft

• Important: you can design professionalquality games using craft alone
• This means you can apply your designer’s
skilLs and knowledge to make
something ... that you don’t believe in

All the time

• This happens aLl the time in
professional game development
• Designers are given a set of predefined
requirements and told to get on with it
– The aim of a modern game studio is to
avoid bankruptcy, not to risk all
making artistic statements

• Now a gOod game designer can indEed
“get on with it”
– applying their

in lieu of ART

• These games are soulless, but they seLl

art

• ART gives a game its soul
• Works of art gain their power from the
artist’s attempt to say something to
their audience – to ask questions
• So as To be able to do this, the designer
needs to have sufficient
to
create something for any audience
• A studio can ask a decent designer to
create a game for whatever audience,
and the designer should be able to do it
– They may not enjoy it, but they can do it

however

• Just because a designer can create for
any audience, that doesn’t mean:
– They know this particular audience
– They have anything to say to it
– What they chOose to say is any different to
what other people have already said
– the audience wants to hear it

• An audience often doesn’t know what
it wants to hear
– Meaning that What the audience wants to
hear may never be said

Lesson 1

• The first thing a designer should
consider when designing a game is:
who’s going to play it
– Because If you don’t know who’ll play it,
how do you know what they’ll find FUN?

• Newbie designers wilL often create a game
without knowing who will play it
– in the expectation that someone will
– That “someone” may just be them, though...

• Oldbie designers may do this, too
– In the expectation that no-One will play it...

Knowing?

• It’s fine to say “know your players”, but
what does “know” mean?
• It means you have to understand them
at an emotional and intellectual level
– What do they like? What do they dislike?
– What entrances them? What bores them?
– What makes them wistful? what makes
them melancholic?
– What do they want? What (if anything)
do they think they want?

• Warning: players are not all the same!

The players

• There’s no such thing as “the players”
• Players are all difFerent
• They agree on some things, disagree on
others, care nothing about more
– Aside: pointing out that they aren’t all the
same was the chief objective of my player
types work

• If someone says “the players want this”,
they mean “some players want this”
• So how can you know the players?
– or outside games, “know your audience”

Know, how?

• Non-designers approach “understand
their audience” in one of two ways:
– ScientificalLy, identifying potential
players through research
– UnscientificaLly, using hearsay and
personal opinion

• The former is beTter but both lead to
stereotyping
• Designers employ a third way:
– ArtisticaLly
– Knowing who will play just comes to them

filters

• Players are modeLled in a designer’s
head as sets of filters
• Designers automatically apPly these
filters while having ideas
• As for where the filters come from, the
designer conceives them while thinking
about the audience and the game
– Not methodicaLly, it just hapPens

• When a designer asks “who will play?”,
they’re appealing for sEeds about which
the crystals of their model can form

inaccessibility

• One of these artists has had an exhibition in the
louvre

• Lady apart, paul klee

snoopy, charles m schulz

unhelpful

• This explanation isn’t exactly helpful
• I’m basically saying that the first rule
of game design is to do something you
can’t stop yourself doing anyway
– And which is very hard to describe to
non-designers
– Authors, playwrights, artists etc. will get it

• It’s something good designers can just Do
• The reason I’ve gone into it is because it
has consequences
– Which Also relate to ART and

interactive

• Games are very interactive, but game
design is leSs so
– the dialogue is mainly one way

• Essentially, you have someone who does the
speaking (the designer) and many people
who do the listening (“the players”)
– Who then speak to themselves

• While designing, though, The designer
doesn’t speak to the players
– The designer speaks to their internal model
of who will be playing

subset

• such models come with temptations
• A designer can under-specify their
audience, to say something more
profound to a particular sub-audience
– And in so doing be inacCesSible to some
of the people who may wish to listen

• A designer can over-specify their
audience to address more people
– Who may not all want to hear the message

• The former is too much ART
• The latter is too much

range

• The best designers neither under- nor
over-specify their audience
– They only speak to people they have
something to say to and who want to
hear what they say

• Problem: What if you’re someone that
designers don’t have anything to say to?
• Your choice is:
– Play serviceable but so-so
games
– Play games with ART you don’t get
– Design and develop your own games

inclusivity

• Finally, we reach inclusivity!
• What unserved players need isn’t for
designers who don’t speak to them to
try to speak to them
– Ie. designers trying to make “inclusive games”

• They need designers who do speak to them
to speak to them
– Ie. the designer profeSsion needs to be
more inclusive

• From this, we’ll get inclusive games
• Hmm, then again...

exclusivity

• When people talk about inclusivity, they
generaLly mean one of:
– you could easily widen your audience
without compromising your ART!
– Why won’t you
games for these
poor, deserving people over here?

• The former is fair enough
• The latter is misplaced
• What unserved players need are games that
speak to them, not at them
• They need their own exclusive games

wider

• For all you closet #gamergate people out
there, this doesn’t afFect you
• This is opening up games to an audience
of potential players who are currently
under-served or unserved
– It’s finding new seams to mine, not
abandoning the mother lode

• Having equal numbers of male and
female game designers wouldn’t halve
the number of male designers
• It would double the number of designers

similar

• note that you don’t have to be an x to
be able to speak to people who are X
– Otherwise, we’d never get games for X=“fiveyear-olds”

• You just have to have something to say
to people who are X that they want
(or you feel they neEd) to hear
• Also note that Being an x yourself
doesn’t guarantee this
– “games for women” is only The secondmost off-putting description of them

conclusion

• If we teach people to design only certain
kinds of games, we’ll see too many of
those games
• If we teach the same kind of people to
design games, too many will want to say
similar things
• A game can be exclusive to be inclusive
• A variety of designers means a variety
of games for a variety of players
• More variety means more games for
more players – so more win!

